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Technological advances during the past decade have led to rapid accumulation of large-scale 17 single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data. Analogous to biological sequence analysis 1 , 18 identifying expression similarity to well-curated references via a cell querying algorithm is 19 becoming the first step of annotating newly sequenced cells. Tools have been developed to 20 identify similar cells using approximate cosine distance 2 or LSH Hamming distance 3, 4 21 calculated from a subset of carefully selected genes. Such intuitive approach is efficient, 22
especially for large-scale data, but may suffer from non-biological variation across datasets, 23
i.e. batch effect 5, 6 . Meanwhile, multiple data harmonization methods have been proposed to 24 remove such confounding factors during alignment, for example, via warping canonical 25 correlation vectors 7 or matching mutual nearest neighbors across batches 6 .While these 26 methods can be applied to align multiple reference datasets, computation-intensive 27 realignment is required for mapping query cells to the (pre-)aligned reference data space. 28
29
Here we introduce a new customized deep generative model together with a cell-to-cell 30 similarity metric specifically designed for cell querying to address these challenges ( Figure  31 1A, Method). Differing from canonical variational autoencoder (VAE) models [8] [9] [10] [11] , adversarial 32 batch alignment is applied to correct batch effect during low-dimensional embedding of 33 reference datasets. Query cells can be readily mapped to the batch-corrected reference space 34 due to parametric nature of neural networks. Such design also enables a special "online 35 tuning" mode which is able to handle batch effect between query and reference when 36 necessary. Moreover, by exploiting the model's universal approximator posterior to model 37 uncertainty in latent space, we implement a distribution-based metric for measuring cell-to-38 cell similarity. Last but not least, we also provide a well-curated multi-species single-cell 39 transcriptomics database (ACA) and an easy-to-use Web interface for convenient exploratory 40 analysis. 41
42
To assess our model's capability to capture biological similarity in the low-dimensional latent 43 space, we first benchmarked against several popular dimension reduction tools 8, 12, 13 using 44 real-world data (Supplementary Table 1) , and found that our model is overall among the best 45 performing methods (Supplementary Figure 1-2) . We further compared batch effect 46 correction performance using combinations of multiple datasets with overlapping cell typesprofiled (Supplementary Table 1 effectively removes confounding factors, the network's random components and nonconvex 59 optimization procedure also lead to serious challenges, especially false positive hits when 60 cells outside reference types are provided as query. Thus, we propose a novel probabilistic 61 cell-to-cell similarity metric in latent space based on posterior distribution of each cell, which 62
we term "normalized projection distance" (NPD). Distance metric ROC analysis (Method) 63
shows that our posterior NPD metric is more accurate and robust than Euclidean distance, 64 which is commonly used in other neural network-based embedding tools ( Figure 1D ). Figure 11A-F) . In contrary, scmap-cell incorrectly 116 assigned most cells to monocyte and granulocyte lineages (Supplementary Figure 11G) . As 117 another example, we applied "online tuning" to Tabula Muris 18 spleen data, which exhibits 118 significant batch effect between 10x and Smart-seq2 processed cells. ROC of Cell BLAST 119 improves significantly after "online tuning", achieving high specificity, sensitivity and 120
of transferred cell fates (Supplementary
Cohen's κ at the default cutoff (Supplementary Figure 11H , last group in Supplementary 121 Table 2 datasets and pretrained models available, providing "off-the-shelf" querying service. Of note, 134
we found that our model works well on all ACA datasets with minimal hyperparameter 135 tuning (latent space visualization available on the website). Based on this wealth of resources, 136 users can obtain querying hits and visualize cell type predictions with minimal effort 137 (Supplementary Figure 12C-D) . For advanced users, a well-documented python package 138 implementing the Cell BLAST toolkit is also available, which enables model training on 139 custom references and diverse downstream analyses. 140 141 By explicitly modeling multi-level batch effect as well as uncertainty in cell-to-cell similarity 142 estimation, Cell BLAST is an accurate and robust querying algorithm for heterogeneous 143 single-cell transcriptome datasets. In combination with a comprehensive, well-annotated 144 database and an easy-to-use Web interface, Cell BLAST provides a one-stop solution for 145 both bench biologists and bioinformaticians
Software availability 147
The full package of Cell BLAST is available at http://cblast.gao-lab.org 148 
Where and are mean and dispersion of the negative binomial distribution. Theoretically, 197 the negative binomial model should be fitted on raw count data 8, 13, 22 . However, for the 198 purpose of cell querying, datasets have to be normalized to minimize the influence of capture 199 efficiency and sequencing depth. We empirically found that on normalized data, negative 200 binomial still produced better results than alternative distributions like log-normal. 
Adversarial batch alignment 227
As a natural extension to the prior matching adversarial training strategy described in the 228 previous section, also following recent works in domain adaptation [24] [25] [26] , we propose the 229 adversarial batch alignment strategy to align the latent space distribution of different batches. 230
Below, we extend derivation in the original GAN paper 27 to show that adversarial batch 231 alignment converges when embedding space distributions of different batches are aligned. 232
In the case of multiple batches, we assume that marginal data distribution can be factorized as 233 below: 234
•‚ƒ‚ ( , ) = ( ) ( | ) 
Adversarial batch alignment introduces an additional loss: 237 To simplify notation, we fuse data distribution and encoder transformation, and replace the 243 minimization over encoder to minimization over batch embedding distributions: 244
Here D • • ( ) denotes the i th dimension of discriminator output, i.e. probability that the 245 discriminator "thinks" a cell is from the i th batch. D • is assumed to have sufficient capacity, 246 which is generally reasonable in the case of neural networks. Global optimum of (12) is 247 reached when D • outputs optimal batch membership distribution at every : 248
Solution to the above maximization is given by: 249
Substituting D • * ( ) back into (11), we obtain: 250 
Data preprocessing for benchmarks 263
Most informative genes were selected using the Seurat 7 function "FindVariableGenes". We 264 set the argument "binning.method" to "equal_frequency" and left other arguments as default. 265
If within dataset batch effect exists, genes are selected independently for each batch and then 266 pooled together. By default, a gene is retained if it is selected in at least 50% of batches. 267 Downstream benchmarks were all performed using this gene set, except for scmap and 268
CellFishing.jl which provide their own gene selection method. GNU parallel 28 was used to 269 parallelize and manage jobs throughout the benchmarking and data processing pipeline.
Benchmarking dimension reduction 271
PCA was performed using the R package irlba 29 (v2.3.2). ZIFA 12 was downloaded from its 272
Github repository, and hard coded random seeds were removed to reveal actual stability. Mean average precision is then given by: 290
Note that when = 1, MAP reduces to nearest neighbor accuracy. We set to 1% of total 291 cell number throughout all benchmarks. 292
Benchmarking batch effect correction 293
We merge multiple datasets according to shared gene names. If datasets to be merged are 294 from different species, Ensembl ortholog 31 information is used to map them to ortholog 295 groups. To obtain informative genes in merged datasets, we take the union of informativegenes from each dataset, and then intersect the union with the intersection of detected genes 297 from each dataset. 298 CCA 7 and MNN 6 alignments were performed using R packages Seurat 7 (v2.3.3) and scran 32 299 (v1.6.9) respectively. Hard coded random seeds in Seurat were removed to reveal actual 300 stability. The modified version of Seurat is available upon request. For comparability, we 301 evaluated cell type resolution and batch mixing in a 10-dimensional latent space. For MNN 302 alignment, we set argument "cos.norm.out" to false, and left other arguments as default. PCA 303 was applied to reduce dimensionality to 10 after obtaining the MNN corrected expression 304 matrix. For CCA alignment, we used the first 10 canonical correlation vectors. Run time was 305 limited to 2 hours, after which the job would be terminated. Seurat alignment score was 306 computed exactly as described in the CCA alignment paper 7 . 307
Cell querying based on posterior distributions 308
We evaluate cell-to-cell similarity based on posterior distribution distance. Like in the 309 training phase, we obtain samples from the "universal approximator posterior" by sampling 310 ' ∼ ( ) and feeding to the encoder network. In order to obtain robust estimation of 311 distribution distance with a small number of posterior samples, we project posterior samples 312 of two cells onto the line connecting their posterior point estimates in the latent space, and 313 use projected scalar distribution distance to approximate true distribution distance. 314
Wasserstein distance is computed on normalized projections to account for non-uniform 315 density across the embedding space: 316
Where 317
We term this distance metric normalized projection distance (NPD). By default, 50 samples 320 We note that even with the querying strategy described above, querying with single models 329 still occasionally leads to many false positive hits when cell types that the model has not been 330 trained on are provided as query. This is because embeddings of such untrained cell types are 331 mostly random, and they could localize close to reference cells by chance. We reason that 332 embedding randomness of untrained cell types could be utilized to identify and correctly 333 reject them. Practically, we train multiple models with different starting points (as determined 334 by random seeds), and compute query hit significance for each model. A query hit is 335 considered significant only if it is consistently significant across multiple models. To acquire 336 predictions based on significant hits, we use majority voting for discrete variables, e.g. cell 337
type, or averaging for continuous variables, e.g. cell fate distribution. 338
Distance metric ROC analysis 339
Our model and scVI 8 were fitted on reference datasets and applied to positive and negative 340 control query datasets in the pancreas group of Supplementary Table 2. We then randomly 341 selected 10,000 query-reference cell pairs. A query-reference pair is defined as "positive" if 342 the query cell and reference cell are of the same cell type, and "negative" otherwise. Each 343 benchmarked similarity metric was then computed on all sampled query-reference pairs, and 344 used as predictors for "positive" / "negative" pairs. AUROC values were computed for each 345 benchmarked similarity metric. In addition to Euclidean distance, we also computed posterior 346 distribution distances for scVI (Supplementary Figure 4K) . NPD is computed as described in 347 (18), based on samples from the posterior Gaussian. JSD is computed in the original latent 348 space (without projection). 349
Benchmarking cell querying 350
For each of the four querying groups, three types of datasets were used, namely reference, 351 positive query and negative query (see Supplementary Table 2 
Application to trachea datasets 374
We first removed cells labeled as "ionocytes" in the "Montoro_10x" 14 dataset, and used 375 "FindVariableGenes" from Seurat to select informative genes using the remaining cells. Four 376 models with different starting points were trained on the tampered "Montoro_10x" dataset. 377
We computed posterior distribution distance p-values as mentioned before, and used a cutoff 378 of p-value > 0.1 to reject query cells from the "Plasschaert" 15 dataset as potential novel cell 379 types. We clustered rejected cells using spectral clustering (Scikit-learn 37 v0.20.1) after 380 applying t-SNE 38 to latent space coordinates. Average p-value for a query cell was computed 381 as the geometric mean of p-values across all hits. 382
Online tuning 383
When significant batch effect exists between reference and query, we support further aligning 384 query data with reference data in an online-learning manner. All components in the 385 pretrained model, including encoder, decoder, prior discriminators and batch discriminators 386 are retained. The reference-query batch effect is added as an extra component to be removed 387 using adversarial batch alignment. Specifically, a new discriminator dedicated to referencequery batch effect is added, and the decoder is expanded to accept an extra one-hot indicator 389 for reference and query. The expanded model is then fine-tuned using the combination of 390 reference and query data. Two precautions are taken to prevent decrease in specificity caused 391 by over-alignment. Firstly, adversarial alignment loss is constrained to cells that have mutual 392 nearest neighbors 6 between reference and query data in each SGD minibatch. Secondly, we 393 penalize the deviation of fine-tuned model weights from original weights. 394
Application to hematopoietic progenitor datasets 395
For within-"Tusi"
16 query, we trained four models using only cells from sequencing run 2, 396 and cells from sequencing run 1 were used as query cells. PBA inferred cell fate distributions, 397 which are 7-dimensional categorical distributions across 7 terminal cell fates, were used as 398 ground truth. We took the average cell fate distributions of significant querying hits (p-value 399 < 0.05) as predictions for query cells. As for scmap-cell, we filtered nearest neighbors 400 according to default cosine similarity cutoff of 0.5. Jensen-Shannon divergence (JSD) 401 between true and predicted cell fate distribution was computed as below: 402
For cross-species querying between "Tusi" and "Velten" 17 , we mapped both mouse and 403 human genes to ortholog groups. Online tuning with 200 epochs was used to increase 404 sensitivity and accuracy. Latent space visualization was performed with UMAP 39, 40 . 405
ACA database construction 406
We searched Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 41 using the following search term: 407 
418
"supplementary" [Filter] Datasets in the Hemberg collection (https://hemberg-lab.github.io/scRNA.seq.datasets/) were 420 merged into this list. Only animal single-cell transcriptomic datasets profiling samples of 421 normal condition were selected. We also manually filtered small scale or low-quality data. 422
Additionally, several other high-quality datasets missing in the previous list were included for 423
comprehensiveness. 424
The expression matrices and metadata of selected datasets were retrieved from GEO, 425 supplementary files of the publication or by directly contacting the authors. Metadata were 426 further manually curated by adding additional description in the paper to acquire the most 427 detailed information of each cell. We unified raw cell type annotation by Cell Ontology 42 , a 428 structured controlled vocabulary for cell types. Closest Cell Ontology terms were manually 429 assigned based on Cell Ontology description and context of the study. accuracy on all reference panels are available on our website. 443
Web interface 444
For conveniently performing and visualizing Cell BLAST analysis, we built a one-stop web 445 interface. The client-side was made from Vue.js, a the single-page application Javascript 446 framework, and D3.js for cell ontology visualization. We used Koa2, a web framework for 447
Node.js, as the server-side. The Cell BLAST web portal with all accessible curated datasets is 448 deployed on Huawei Cloud. 449 
